
Metabolism - Physical and chemical processes occurring in a living organism that are necessary for 
maintaing life.  

Made of  two parts: 
1. Catabolism - breaking down of  molecules for energy e.g glycolysis breaks down glucose 
2. Anabolism - synthesis of  compounds by consuming energy e.g proteins, lipids, and 

carbohydrates 

Metabolites - substrates and intermediates involved in metabolism 

Sources of  energy

Carbohydrates

- Yield glucose by digestion
- Glucose is further digested to ATP (energy) 
- Obtained by potatoes, rice, wheat, bread 
  3 forms:
         - Starch
         - Sugar
         - Cellulose

Simple e.g sucrose, glucose, and fructose 
Complex (store sugars) e.g starch, cellulose, glycogen 

Proteins

N terminus - 
unbound 
amino group 

C terminus - 
unbound 
carboxyl group

- Building blocks of  all tissues e.g haemoglobin, antibodies, actin
- Yield amino acid and nitrogen upon digestion 
- Obtained by egg, milk, fish 

What are they?
Chains of  amino acids 
* Polypeptides are chains of  amino acids. 
* Proteins are made up of  one or more polypeptide molecules.

Structure:
1. Primary 
      - Linear sequence of  amino acids (amino terminus to carboxyl terminus)
2. Secondary
     - Localised
     - How sequences are arranged 
Forms:
- Alpha helix - coiled 
- Beta sheets
3. Tertiary 
      - Overall final fold of  proteins
      - 3D shape known as globular fold
4. Quaternary 
  - Two or more tertiary structures together to make a super macro molecule 



Fats and Lipids - High concentrated sources of  energy with different functions e.g insulation, 
energy reserves, or cell membrane components 

- Yield fatty acid and acetyl CoA upon digestion 
- Acetyl CoA is further digested to energy
- Obtained by consumption of  animal products 

Structure:
- Carboxyl group with hydrocarbon chain  
Forms of  chain:
1. Saturated - no double bonds
2. Unsaturated - has double bonds, forming kink 
3. Glyceride - glycerol with 3 chains 

Maintaing metabolism 
- Many reactions occur at the same time with similar metabolites

Adenosine Triphosphate (ATP)  - carries chemical energy
- Energy currency of  cells 
- Energy stored in covalent phosphate bonds 
Made of:
1. upto 3 phosphate groups (tri, di, mono) 
2. Adenine base
3. Ribose sugar

Nicotinamide Adenine Dinucleotide (NAD+)- carries hydrogen and electrons 

Accepted most electrons = most reduced
* Oxidation states increases with more oxygens and less hydrogen 

Note: Most oxidised is the least reduced 

  Catabolism                               ADP  --> ATP 
Anabolism          ATP --> ADP + phosphate   (releases free energy)



More reduced carbons ( more hydrogen) = more free energy
Less reduced carbons (less hydrogen) = less free energy 

Metabolomics - study of  the set of  metabolites present within an organism, cell, or tissue.
Metabolome - the total number of  metabolites present within an organism, cell, or tissue.
Metabolic profiling - gives and instantaneous snapshot of  physiology of  a cell 

Bioenergetics and metabolism
Andrew Laviosier - Animals transform food to heat energy, which is essential for life 

Thermodynamics
- Principles that describe flow of  energy within a system 
System can be:
           1. Isolated - no exchange of  matter or energy to surroundings
           2. Closed - no exchange of  matter, only energy to surroundings
           3. Open - exchange of  both energy and matter to surroundings

Laws of  Thermodynamics
1. Energy can neither be created not destroyed, but can be transferred or transformed 

2. The universe tends to disorder (entropy/randomness)  

Free energy (G) = energy harnessed to do work 
Entropy (S) = Random non-useable energy lost to disorder e.g heat
Enthalpy (H) = heat content 

Exergonic reaction 
Favorable reaction (spontaneous)

Endergonic reactions 
Unfavorable reaction (energy required)

△H < 0 (exothermic)

△S > 0 (increase entropy)

△G < 0 (energy out- more energy in 

reactants)

△H > 0 (endothermic)

△S < 0 (decrease entropy)

△G > 0 (energy in - more energy in products)

△G = △H - T△S

The change is free energy = change in heat (enthalpy) - [temperature (°K) x change in entropy]

Total energy = Free energy + Entropy 



Equilibrium 
- Concentration of  reactants and products are constant 
- The numerical relationship between reactants and products is referred to as the 

equilibrium constant (Kc)

Biochemist’s standard state (△G°) 

-Occurs at pH 7  - most metabolic reactions occur at this pH
- [H2O] = 55.5 M

 

R = universal constant (8.314 JK^-1mol^-1)
T = absolute temperature (298K)
Kc = reaction quotient at pH 7

• Kc >1          Negative △G°     forward reaction favoured (more products) = spontaneous

• Kc <1          Positive △G°      reverse reaction favoured (more reactants) = not spontaneous 

• Kc =1               △G° =0            reaction is at equilibrium (equal products and reactants)

Reaction coupling 
-Use of  energy from one reaction to power another reactions 

- Useable energy released by exergonic reactions are stored in an electron carrier, and used for 
endergonic reactions 

△G° = - R x T x ln Kc



Activation energy 
- Always positive (unfavorable) 
- Energy put in to reaction to allow reactants to interact and form products 
* Low activation energy = quicker reaction
* High activation energy = slower reaction 

Coupling reactions in electrical energy 

- Redox reactions run respiration, and photosynthesis

Electrons lost from oxidation are transferred to electron 
acceptor e.g NAD  or FAD

Electron carriers
NAD
-Nicotinamide Adenine Dinucloetide
-Derived from vitamin B3 (niacin) 

FAD
- Derived from vitamin B2 

Preferred energy source 
Free energy is found in C-H bonds

More reduced carbons = more free energy e.g fatty acids
Less reduced carbons = Less free energy e.g glucose

Therefore, glucose is easier to break down and more preferred 

Role of  ATP and creatine
-Capture energy from breakdown of  bonds and transfers them to other reactions to drive 

them forward. 
-ATP energy is stored in phosphate bond

most energy       ATP > ADP> AMP      least energy 

       - Creatine is stored as creatine phosphate 
1. creatine phosphate  + hydrolysis --> creatine + phosphate

2. phosphate + ADP --> ATP

     Oxidation

     Is

     Loss - gain in oxidation state

     Reduction

     Is

     Gain - loss is oxidation state

  Electron flow - from anode to cathode

          AnOx - Anode/Oxidation (Neg)

         RedCat - Reduction/Cathode (Pos)

Hydrolysis of  ATP makes ADP (recyclable)



Enzyme Kinetics

- Enzyme - biological catalyst (increases rate of  reaction to reach equilibrium faster, by decreasing 
activation energy)

- DON’T alter free energy (△G) and △H

- Not used up in reaction ad can be recycled or used for another reaction

- ALL enzymes are proteins, but NOT ALL proteins are enzymes 
- Since enzymes are proteins, they work best when pH and temperature conditions are met 
- Do not live forever and have a half  life

Enzyme specificity
Enzymes active sites bind to specific substrates based on:
          - Size and shape
          - Electrostatic repulsion and attraction
          - Hydrophobicity and hydrophilicity  

Stereospecificity of  enzymes
-Compounds with the same molecular formula, but different structural formulas 

Constitutional (structural) isomers Stereoisomers 

-Arranged in different order 
- e.g glucose (can be linear or cyclic)

-Arranged in same order, but different space 
- Same chemical formula, but different 

arrangement of  atoms around a carbon

Enantiomers 
- Special case of  a Stereoisomer that are mirror images which cannot be superimposed (overlaid)  

because of  their handedness 



Classification of  enzymes 
Co enzymes help an enzymes carry out it’s function
-End in ‘ase‘                                               Exceptions:  trypsin and pepsin

Enzyme Function Reaction 

Oxidoreductases Catalyse redox reactions
e.g dehydrogenase 

BH2 + A --> B + AH2

Transferases Catalyse transfer of  functional groups 
from one molecule to another

D-B + A+H --> D-H + A-B

Hydrolases Catalyse hydrolytic cleavage (breaking 
apart)

A-B + H2O --> A-H + B-OH

Ligases and 
Synthetases

Catalyse bond formation (reverse of  
hydrolase) coupled to ATP hydrolysis 

A + B --> A-B

Lyases
Catalyse removal of  a group from or 

addition of  a group to a double bond or 
other cleavages involving electron 

rearrangement

A-B --> A + B

Isomerases Catalyse intramolecular rearrangement R-A-B --> A-B-R


